IDEAS OF BIRTH AND PRE-NATAL LIFE
pression of the tendency to escape from the troubles of the
outer world to a condition in which there is complete immunity
from effort, responsibility, difficulty and danger. Further, psycho-
analytic investigation of the womb and birth phantasies as they
occur in individuals seems to show that they often have a Sexual signi-
sexual or   quasi-sexual significance,  being  the  expression  of *teance of the
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sexual tendencies and arousing sexual feeling1.   Through the
extreme intimacy which a child establishes with its mother by
the processes of gestation and birth, it may find in imagination by
means of these processes a not unsuitable method of gratifying
the sexual inclinations which it feels towards its mother; and
the phantasies of entering or emerging from the womb or
of being carried in it may thus come to take on a directly
sexual character, in the same way as any other of the numerous
activities or processes associated with erotic feeling. It is pro-
bable too that in men and boys, the process of passing to or
from the womb through the vagina is treated, on the principle
of totum pro parte, as a substitute for the more directly sexual
act appropriate to later life—the individual having enjoyed, on
the occasion of his birth, the privilege of being in that place,
whence his incestuous desires impel him to return. In this sense
then, the womb and birth phantasies express the incestuous
tendencies in a milder and less objectionable form2.
1	Thus  in a case   known  to  the  present  writer a boy  frequently
indulged in phantasies of entering into  the bodies of women and  girls
whom he admired,   the  ideas of effecting an entrance into the body,   of
being carried therein and of re-emerging therefrom, being all accompanied
by voluptuous feelings of a sexual character.
2	A striking example of this is to be found in Sir J. M. Baltic's "Mary
Rose ",   in which a grown up son,   on returning after many years to the
home of his childhood,   is earnestly warned  and entreated by the house-
keeper in charge of the (now empty) house not to enter his former nursery
{womb  symbol),   a small room which is approached by a short passage
(vagina symbol). He eventually overcomes his fears and boldly enters the
forbidden apartment with a lighted candle (phallic symbol) in his hand. At
that moment the ghost of his mother appears!
The identification of the processes of birth and coitus is well shown
in the following dream of a patient. "I was with difficulty crawling through
a very narrow tunnel under a mountain which, I thought, was called the
Aalberg. I was a good deal frightened but saw the end of the tunnel a
long way off. In trying to get out, I seemed to force my way forward by
continually buttine; with my head against some kind of soft wall". The

